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Recently there has been a growing interest in the study of idioms that contain a possessive, such
as in English keep one’s cool which is discussed in Kay & Sag (ms.).
Richter & Sailer (2009) point out that German has a variety of possessive expressions that can
be considered truth-conditionally equivalent. In particular there are the following four ways to
express the idea of me putting powder on my nose:
(1)

a.

Ich habe die Nase gepudert. (Def N)
I

b.

Ich habe mir
I

c.

die Nase gepudert. (Dat Def N)

have myself the nose powdered

Ich habe meine Nase gepudert. (Poss N)
I

d.

have the nose powdered ‘I powdered my nose.’

have my

Ich habe mir
I

nose powdered

meine Nase gepudert. (Dat Poss N)

have myself my

nose powdered

While there are idioms with any of these four possessive patterns, the possible alternations are
heavily restricted. Two of these alternation patterns are illustrated below, where # signals the
unavailability of the intended idiomatic interpretation:
(2)

a.

Er hält den Mund. (Def N)
he holds the mouth ‘He keeps his mouth shut.’

b. Er hält seinen Mund. (Poss N)
c. #Er hält sich den Mund. (Dat Def N)
d. #Er hält sich seinen Mund. (Dat Poss N)
(3)

a.

Da läuft mir das Wasser im
there runs me the water

Mund zusammen. (Dat Def N)

in.the mouth together

‘My mouth is watering’

b. #Da läuft das Wasser im Mund zusammen. (Def N)
c. Da läuft das Wasser in meinem Mund zusammen. (Poss N)
d. #Mir läuft das Wasser in meinem Mund zusammen. (Dat Poss N)
Nunberg et al. (1994) and, more recently, Kay & Sag (ms.) argue that whether an idiom may
occur in a particular syntactic construction depends on the idiom’s semantics and also on the
semantic and pragmatic conditions of the construction. The examples in (1) suggest that the
four possessive constructions are freely interchangeable. The patterns found with idioms in (2)
and (3), consequently, pose an important challenge.
I will show that there are in fact semantic differences between the four possessive constructions
in (1) and that these can be used to account for the alternation patterns available (and nonavailable) for idioms.
I will compare the German patterns with what has been reported on English. This will corroborate the point made in Mateu & Espinal (2007) that the grammar of idioms strongly reflects the
grammar of non-idiomatic combinations in a language.
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